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Eyes not bleared but blue,
Of the old man, horizonward gazed --
As on horizons and years, long lost, but now
Projected from storage in that capacious skull.

He sat in his big chair, propped
Against reddish tatter of
Bole-bark of the great cedar. I,
The boy who on the ground sat, waited.

I waited for him to speak.
I waited for him to come back to me
From the distances he traveled in.
I waited for him to speak. I saw
The cob pipe in the liver-spotted hand
Now propped on a knee, on the washed blue-jeans.
Smoke, frail, slow, blue--as blue
As the jeans but not the eyes--
Rose to thread the cedar dark.

Around us in our shade and hush
Roared summer's fecundity
And the sun struck down,
In blare and dazzle, on the myth of the world, but we
Safe in the bourne of distance and shade,
Sat so silent that, from woods coming down
To the whitewashed fence but yards behind me,
I heard the secret murmur and hum
That in earth, on leaf, in air, seethed. Heard

One jay, outraged, scream.
The old blue eyes, they fixed on me.
I waited for him to speak. He spoke.
Into the world hurled,
In later times and other places,
I lived but as man must
In all the garbled world's compulsions,
By fate perforce performed
Acts evil or good, or even
Both in the same gesture, in
That paradox the world exemplifies.

And Time, like wind-tattered smoke,
Blew by for one who, like all men, had flung,
In Joy and man's maniacal
Rage, his blood
And the blind, egotistical, self-defining
Sperm into
That all-devouring, funnel-shaped, mad and high-spiraling,
Dark suction that
We have, as the Future, named.

Where is my cedar tree?
Where is the Truth--oh, unambiguous—
Thereof?
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